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How clever is your dog?

Dogs are great pets giving us lots of love and attention. 

To be a good farm dog, they also have to be very clever.  

Farmers need their dogs to know lots of commands, to 

not harm the animals they’re rounding-up and to not 

react to certain noises or machinery. 

If you have a dog, do you know how clever he/she is?

 � Do they know words like sit, stay, give, find/fetch, no?

 � If you hide food treats in the yard or house can they 

sniff them out?

 � Have you ever seen them try to round-up other 

animals, like chickens?

 � Do they react to noises or machines, like the lawn 

mower or car?

If not, you can teach your dog these things. The best 

thing you can do is to join a local dog obedience 

club. They will be able to help train your dog. You’ll be 

surprised how clever your dog can be.

Description

Dogs have such a variety of roles on the farm. They 

guard livestock and property, herd farm animals, attack 

pests like rats and rabbits, and they are a farmer’s best 

friend. Some dogs have specific roles, while others are 

all-rounders. 

Farm dogs, or working dogs, are highly intelligent and 

have been trained since a puppy to perform their job. 

Farmers can give a command and the dog will perform 

what’s required to please their human, often taking 

over the need for other people or machinery. With some 

breeds, they have an instinctive desire to work and 

therefore perform their tasks with joy.

The most common breeds of farms dogs are the kelpie, 

border collie and blue/red heeler (Australian cattle dog) 

who are great herding dogs with both sheep and cattle, 

and sometimes poultry. Another breed of farm dog is 

the maremma, who is often used to protect flocks of 

sheep as they live with the flock in the paddock.
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